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Abstract. Given a set of n pomts which span an ordered projective space P; , W. Bonnice and 
L.M. Kelly have shown that the number of ordinary planes determined by this set is at least 
3p/ll. In this paper, it is shown that this lower bound can be improved to n/3 m general and 
in some cases to 4n/9 or even to n/2. 
1. introduction 
In [ 21, Motzkin proved that every finite non-planar set of points I’O 
in an ordered projective space P3, determines at least one ordinary plane. 
In f 1 ] , Bonnice and Kelly showed that h 2 A n, where X is the nunber 
of ordinary planes determined by the n points of I’c. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that the above lower bound for 
‘n can be improved to tn. More precise1 y, the following theorem is to 
show that except in one case (stated in the last sentence of the paper) 
the above lower bound for X can be improved to $z. 
Theorenl 1.1. If ITo is a non-planar set of n points in P, and &, is not 
a subset of the union of two planes, then X > $I. 
Iiit;o~rx~ 1.2. If K’, is ti subset of the union of two planes, but is 
subset of the union of a plane and a straight lr’rlc, then, denoting 
the line common to the two planes containing lTO, t+e followirzg 
(a) ifL n ITO =&then X2 in; 
(b) if IL n PO I = 1, thert A 2 ;n; 
(c) if ILn I’,-,12 2,thenh>_!n; 
not Q 
by L 
hor’ds : 
* Original version received 2 April 1971. 
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Tireorem 1.3. If F0 is a subset ofa plane P2 and line L, with C = 
L n P, v and if each line joinlug C to a point A, E F0 17 P, does not 
con,tatn am,;‘her point of I$ then X 2 n. C itself may be (a point of lYO. 
If none o:i the ordinary planes de:termined by PO is elementary, then 
better lower bounds than those above for X are obtained (Corollaries 
3.2 and 4.3 below ,a, imporving corresponding results in [ 11. In particu- 
lar, (7orollat:y 3.7. t of [ I] is improved to: If F, contains no elementary 
plane then h 2 in. 
2. Nwtations and definitions 
an tllis p,%per, . is a non-planar set of n points in an ordered r~ro- 
jective space P, of dimension three. rl and I’2 denote the set of lines 
and planes, respectively, spanned by points of I’0 ; elements of 
ri (i = 0, 1,2) are denoted by A, Bi, . . . . 
A plane J.l, is ordinary vbrith respect o ?-, if all but one of the points 
of AI2 n k,b lie on one line C, E Fl . The unique point BO E r. fi A 2 
which is n<p; on C, is the leader point of A 2 and C, the follower lisle, 
and we w&e: A, = 8, C, . An ordinq plane is elementary if it con- 
tains exacti y three pclints of FO (each of which is, then, a leader of AZ). 
Given a point A,, the pkalnes of I’* not incident to A, partition P, 
into conve3( regions, the closures of which are called 3-cells. The cell 
containing .*J,, 6, (A & is the residence of A0 ; the planes of lY2 bcJund- 
ing 6 3 (A cI ) are the neigh bow of A o, or face planes for .4 o and their 
intersectiorrs with 6, (A o ) :u-e the 2-faces of 6 3 (A o ). 
A bourid$:ry point of 6, (/lo) which is common to three (at least) dif- 
ferent 2-flac-:s of this cell is a vertex of 6,1,4, ); and an edge is a segment 
of 3oundarll points common to two 2-faces. A. vertex is simpZe if it is 
XHYXTO~ to exactly three T-faces. 
The: order t(Ao ) of point A o is the number (of ordinary planes having 
A0 as leader:. the rank ‘(A0 ) denotes the number of ordinary planes 
which are 24act?s of fi 3 (A, 1, and the index I@, o ) is the sum of the order 
and the rank: I = r + t. 
W’e shall use extensively Lemmas 3.4 and 3.15 of Bonmce and Kelly in 
[ llcl SO we summarize them together - and call it the B-K Lemma - as 
follows: 
3. Proof of 7 fzeorem I. I 
Lemma 2.1 (Bonnice-Kelly). Let A, be a face plane for ,A,, and 
where 6, (A2 ) is a closed Z-cell in the partition of A 2 by the lines of 
I‘, in A,. If A, is not an ordinary plane, then there exists (u: least) 
one line B, of Fr in A, with B, n 5, (A? ) = $9. Furthermore, each such 
line determines with A, an ordinary plane having A, as ieader, B, as 
follower- Hence, each neighbour plane of A, either is itself an ordinary 
plane OJ contains a line of P‘, which is the follower line of an ordinarv 
plane having A, as leader, and this line has no point in common wit.ll 
the residence of A,. 
3. Prsof of Theorem 1 .l . 
In this theorem, ITo is, in particular, not a subset of the union of a 
plane and a straight line; this excludes the cases where I’e is the union 
of a qoint and a planar set and where F. is a subset ol’ two skelw lines. 
It follows from \ 11 Lemma 2.1, that eve.q point of Q, has a’po~y- 
hedr.a.l residence, i.e., this residence has at least four different vertices. 
We first prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. The index of any point A,, thrp order of which is uot three, 
is at least four. 
hoof. Ely the B-K Lemma, if two 2-faces of 6, (A,) have a common 
boundary point, t!hey contribute diffei,nt ordinary planes in computing 
the index I(A 0 ). Therefore, if a vertex of 6, (A,) is not simple, I(A o j is 
at least four, and -:he lemma is prnved. Hence, we may consider only 
resider ces with simple vertices. On the other hand, it follows from the 
same argument th:3t at each vertex of 6, (A 0 ) there are at most t non- 
ordinary face-planes, where E’ is t(A,), the order of A0 . We now pro- 
ceed to prove Lemma 3.1 with these facts in mind. 
Case 1: t(A, ) = 0. Every 2-face of 6 3 (Ali > is ordinary ; a polyhedral 
residence has at leiist four :),-faces, SO 
as required. 
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Gzse 2: t(&) = 1. Let P be a (simple) vertex of 63(AO), AZ, B2 and 
C, the three 2-faces at 3. If all three are ordinary, p(Ao ) 2 3 and the 
lemma is proved. If not, then at most one of them, say Cz is non- 
ordinary. 8, and Cz intersect in an edge of 6&4, ) which contains 
a second vertex Q of E;,(A,). At Q, there must exist a third 2=face, 
8, which must be ordinary (as C, at Q is already non-ordinary). A2, 
B,, D, arti three different ordinary planes neigbbours of A,, thus 
‘(A0 ) 2 3 and &A,) 2 4 as stated. 
Case 3: Z(Ao) = 2. As in case 2, let A 2, B2, C2 be the three ‘L-faces 
Gf 6, (A O ) at the vertex l? The lemma is trivial if none or only one of 
them three is non-Grdinary. Assume now that two (at most) are non- 
ordinary, say B, and C,. Again, consider the vertex Q on the edge 
B, pi C2, then the third 2-face D, at this vertex must be ordinary; but 
h), # ,4, and both are ordinary; so v(Ao) 2 2, t = 2 hence I@,) 2 4 
again. 
&ye 4: t&J 3 4, then, of course, I(Ao) 2 4. 
Proof of Theorem 1 .l . Let k be the number of points of I’0 having 
order and index equal to threz; with each, we can associate three dif- 
ferc!nf ordinary planes, and altogether count 3k such nlanes. For each 
of the other (n-k) points, by Lemma 3.1, we can count four different 
ordinary planes. Hence, we can count at least as many as 4(n-k) + 3k= 
4n-- k ordinary planes. An ordinary nlane may have up to three leader 
point< (t>.hen it is elementary), also any plane of lr2 can be a face-plane 
for ,3~t most ei&t disti.nct residences [ 1, Corollary 3.2.11; so every orcli- 
nacl plane can be counted at most eleven times, thus: 
(1) h 2 (4n-k)/11. 
Clearly X 2 k, and elimina’;;ing k from these two inequalities, we get 
* 
the result: 
Co::rolIary 3.2. If r2 contains igo ebnentu~) planes, and lYo is not the 
mJ,ser of’the union of two plrrnes, then A 2 an. 
So:, in thrs case, an ordinary plane has only one leader point and can 
be a 2-face of at most six residences [ 1, Corollary 3.2.21. Hence in ( 1 ), 
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we have to replace 11 bv 7, and upon elimination of r’c, we obtain the 
stated result. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2. 
In [3], we showed that if a plane A, is a face plane of the residences 
of p different points with p = 5,6,7,8, then the p points are vertices of 
a projective cube, and I’0 n A 2 contains three of the four diagonal 
points of the cube. A projective cube is a projective image of an affine 
cube, the four diagonal points of the cube are: its center and the three 
points at: infinity on its edges. More details are given in [3]. 
Clonsidering, then, the different possible cases that may arise, one 
can easily prove th’e following. 
Lemma 4.1. Severl CM eight vertices of a cube (project&ve) together with 
thv;!e diugonal points cannot be a subset of the union of two planes. Sj 
six llertices of a cube and three diagonal points lie in two planes, two 
(at kast) of these nine points must lie on the line of intersection of 
the two planes. If only five Iyertices of a cube and three diagonal points 
lie r’n two planes, one (at least) of these eight points must be on the 
lirx common to the two planes. 
Remark 4.2. The B-K Lemma cannot be applied to a set rO’ which i,s 
a subset of the union of two planes only if the line L of intercection 
of these planes is an ek niznt af l?, , i.e. only if IL n T, 1 2 2, as only ilJ 
such a case it may hqq>en that for some A, f IJ+ P, would cut across 
the relative interior of the boundary of 6 3 (A 0), and this would in- 
validate some arguments in the proof of the lemma. It follows that the 
B-K Lemma, and conseq:zntly, our Lemma 3.1 above can be applied 
to both cases (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.2, but not to case (c). However, 
even in case (c), the B-K Lemma can still be applied to every plant 
C2 other than the two planes containang rO, as I’, is not a subset of the 
union of a plane and a line. Also, for this latter reason, each point ol’ 
I‘, has a polyhedral residence, as explained in Section 3 above. 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 1.2. given r. C A, Cl B2. 
L =A, n B,, A,, B, E r2. 
Case (a): L n r. = (4. Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, with 
the same notation, by Lemma 3.1, one can count 41-k ordinary planes. 
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From Lemma 4.1, it follows that each such plane can be a 2-face of 
at most four residences, and each may contain three leaders, hence, 
(3) X 2 (4n-kj/7, 
but again X 2 k; upon eliminating k we get: X 1 ~PZ. 
Case (b]: IL n PO 1 = 1. This case is similar to the preceding one, 
except hat, by Lemma 4.1, a plane of I’2 can be a 2-face of up to 
five residences, o: 
(4) X 2 (4n--kj/& 
as before, using h 2 k, we obtain: X >, i n. 
C?z~e(c):}LnroI>2,sothatL~T’l.LetPo~~onA~;there- 
sidence of PO must have a vertex not in B, . At this vertex, t’here are 
at 1ea;t hree face planes of 6 3 (PO), none of them being A 2. As ex- 
plained in Remark 4.2 the B-K Lemma can be appl-cd to each of these 
face planes which .means that we can associate with PO at least three 
different ordinary planes. The same is true for a point Q. E r. n B,. 
Hence , for the n points of ro, we can count at least 3n ordinary planes. 
Each may have three leader points, and by Lemma 4.1 each can be a 
face of at most six residences, o each ordinary plane can be counted 
up to nine times: 
(5) X 2 $n, 
or, i.e. X 2 +z., 
Thus Theorem 1.2 is established. If we further assume that all the 
ordinary planes are non-elementary, :ve obtain: 
ComtiaHgr 4.3, If r2 contains no elementary planes, am! r. is QS Ifi 
Theorem 1.2, then: 
(a) ifILr~roI=&thenX2 $I?; 
(b)ifILnl?,l=1,thenAZ~n; 
(cj if IL n rol 2 2, lhen h ;z in; 
The proof of cases (a) and (‘b) is similar to that of Corollary 3.2; one 
has only to reduce by 2 the denominators in (3) and (4) above, and after 
eliminating k, one gets th:e sta.ted results. For case (c), we note that if 
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cJne of the planes determined by FO is a 2-face of six residences (and 
TO is a subset of two planes), this plane must be elementary. Hence, if 
T’2 contadns no elementary planes, a plane of r2 can be a 2-face of at 
most five residences; and an ordinary plane has only one leader if it is 
non-elementary, hence X 2 in, i.e., h 2 in. 
Corollaries 3 2 and 4.3 are improvements of the lower bound of $n 
giver] in [ 1, Corollary 3.7.11 . 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
The proof is trivial, one has simply to count the ordinary planes for 
each possible case that may arise. Two of these cases have been dealt 
with by Bonnice and Kelly in [ 11, these are: (i) IYO is a subset of a 
point and a plane (X 2 n and not h 2 n-l as sta.ted in [ l] ); (ii) F, 
is a subset of two skew lines, then X = n exactly. The general case is 
easy to deal with, and we shall not do it here. 
In concluion, the more general case of I’c being a subset of a plane 
AD2 and a iine L, such that there are lines of I?1 n P, through the point 
C= Pz 17 L; i.e., there is (at ieast) one line through C containing two 
or more points of I!‘:, n I’c other than Cc has not been ctealt with here 
and the lower bound X 2 &n obtained by Bonnice and Xziiy in [ i] 
still is the best we know for that case. 
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